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Abstract-This paper deals with a new application
of neural fusion to accident forecast of large
transformer in hydropower station. The main idea is to
diagnose a facility by collecting its disparate classes
of information. Here, three classes of sensors are used
to collect temperature, gas and load. We assume that
only one sensor in each class and the observations
from every sensor are independent. Data has been
processed with fuzzy rules before they are sent to the
fusion center. The fusion center will compare these
data with the transcendental knowledge and then
make a decision. It will give a real-time, complete
evaluation of the possibility of the series accident.
Then, it sends the decision to the performance system.
Because there is no formulation to calculate with, a
neural network is used and trained with groups of
experience data until it becomes stable. The study is
imbursed by national natural science fund and its
production will be applied to Fengmang hydropower
station of China.
The conclusion that this application can make the
facility safer is confirmed by experiments given in the
paper. It forecasts accidents accurately with fewer
virtual alarms or damages.
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1. Introduction
In hydropower station, a very important thing is
to give a real-time, all-around evaluation of a
transformer. When the transformer is in the state
of general running, both safety and danger do
exist. General information such as temperature,
load predicts the facility is in order, but they also
tell the danger at the same time. In real-time
monitoring and forecasting systems. In
traditional methods these classes of information
are often considered respectively. In fact, danger
is often combined with several factors.
Traditional methods give uncompleted decision.
Virtual alarms or accidents happen sometimes.
Human being experts can avert these errors
successfully. They can fuse all real-time
information and get external conclusions. There
are two reasons: The first is that the human
experts consider more than one factors; The
second is their experience. They compare the

situation with their transcendental knowledge.
If we want to evaluate the situation completely,
multi-source of information is necessary. For
example, many mercury-thermometers are used
to get the whole temperature. They are the same
kind of sensors: mercury-thermometers. In
distance detection, maybe both vidicon and
infared-ray instruments are used. They are
different kinds of sensors, but they collect the
same class of information—distance. If we want
to forecast accidents of a facility, maybe more
than one class of information is needed. Maybe a
group of sensors to detect temperature, another
to detect load, another gas etc. This is called
disparate classes of information collection.
According to these classes of information, We
can get more comprehensive status of a facility.
The decision will be more accurate.
Fusion is one of the best methods to simulate
human experts. The method here is to collect
disparate classes of information firstly. After
comparing with the transcendental knowledge
coming from human experts. It will give a real-
time, complete evaluation, tell the possibility
that series accident will happen and then send
the decision to the performance system. In this
paper, the architecture using fuzzy process and
neural fusion is given in section 2. Three classes
of information: temperature , gas and load are
collected from transformer. Fuzzy rules are
given to process the information before it is sent
to fusion center in section 3. Three levels BP
network used as the fusion center is in section 4.
Experiments in section 5. The conclusions in
section 6. Reference follows section 6.

2. Architecture
The first problem is that we can’t fuse these
collected data directly because they represent
disparate classes information. So they must be
pretreated before they are sent into the fusion
center; the second is how we make use of human
experts’ knowledge.
The architecture is given in Fig1. Three input
variables collect the three classes of information
continually. We set one sensor to collect
temperature, another to collect gas and another
load. We assume that the observations from



every sensor are independent.  T— temperature,
G—gas, L—load are collected and processed
with fuzzy rules respectively. The semifinished
results T’, G’, L’ represent their own modulus of
danger. Danger is a fuzzy concept. It is the
estimation which human experts give after
comparing input data with their experience. So
IF/THEN fuzzy rules are better here.  T’, G’, L’
belong to [0,1]. Two questions are solved in the
proceeding: The first is that information is
translated into danger modulus according human
experts experience. The second is that their
outputs can be accepted by neural network.
There is no formula to calculate with, but we
have groups of experience data instead. So
neural network is more employable as the fusion
center. Few input variables; Low complexity;
Facility works stable; The output is 0 or 1. “0”
represents “in order” and another is accident.
The factors above decide problem can be
considered as a simple clarification question. In
most cases neural network will be convergent.
The network is trained until it is stable. Then it is
applied to fuse input data and make decisions in
time.

T                    T’
G                    G’               decision

L               L’

           Fig 1. architecture

3. Fuzzy process
This process consists of next three steps.

 Accurate input

Accurate output

3.1 Fuzzification
Five ranges are divided in order to describe
Temperature, Gas, Load and Danger modulus
with fuzzy value. Danger modulus is in [0,1].
Four membership functions: G1(t), G2(g),
G3(l),G4(d), are defined in Fig 2.

    grade
1.0
    Lower   Low   Medium  High   Higher
  0                                   t
   .(a) Membership functions of temperature

    grade
 1.0
    Lower   Low   Medium  High   Higher
  0                                  g
   .(b)  Membership functions of gas

    grade
 1.0
    Lower  Low    
  0                                  l
   .(c)  Membership functions of load
    grade
 1.0
    Lower  Low    Medium  High   Higher
  0                                  d
    (d)  Membership functions of danger
    Fig 2. Membership functions      
3.2 Rule Evaluation
The most important step is rule evaluation. In
this paper, Mamdani method is used to produce
semifinished results.
X=T, G, L
If X is lower then D is smaller;…  (1)
If X is low then D is small;…     (2)
If X is middle then D is medium;…  (3)
If X is high then D is big;…      (4)
If X is higher then D is bigger;…  (5)
For example X=x1; x1 belongs to both “lower”
and “low”.
a).For x1 belongs to “lower”. A grade can be
got, according to this grade and rule(1) and the
shadow can be defined in Fig 3(b).
b).For x1 belongs to “low”. A grade also can be
got, according to this grade and rule(2) .The
shadow can be defined in Fig 3(d).
c ).Put two shadows into one reference frame
and get a new shadow in Fig 3 (e).

 grade                grade

     x1
   (a)  -       X       (b)       D

 grade                grade

     x1-       X                  D
  (c)                     (d)
                    grade

                        (e)        D
         Fig. 3 Mamdani method sketch map

3.3 Defuzzification
The last step is defuzzification. It gives the
accurate output. According to Mamdani method,
the centroid of Fig 3 (e) is the output result. If
we use G4(y) to expresses membership

Fuzzy process  Neural
 Fusion
 centerFuzzy process

Fuzzy process

fuzzification

ruleevaluationn

defuzzification



functions, y expresses danger modulus, and this
location may be found with the following
formula:

        4(y)*y dy
   D*=                           (6)
        4(y) dy   

4.Neural Fusion
Fusion center incepts three input variables, gives
---complete, real-time and accurate evaluation. It
is well known that a forward neural network
using BP algorithm solves some estimation or
classification problems successfully. In this
application, we use a three layers network. In the
input layer, there are three input variables which
represent danger modulus of a transformer---T’
for danger of temperature, G’ for danger of gas
and L’ for danger of load. The number of middle
layer’s neural units can be changed in the
process of learning in order to get a right result.
It can be testified that a 3-layered BP neural
network can simulate any continuous function’s
output if it has arbitrary number of units in the
middle layer. In experiments, we use a network
with five to nine units in the middle layer. In the
output layer, only one unit exists. It can divide
the input data into two groups. If output is close
to zero, we can judge that the transformer is in
order. If it is close to one, the transformer is in
danger. All the neural units apply one form of
state function like SIGMOID function. The
following are structure of neural network Fig4
and formula of BP algorithm (7):

Firstly, we must get groups of samples including
input and output. Results are known. There are
about tens or hundreds of samples for the neural
network to learn. Secondly, after the network has
finished learning, we input the other groups of
samples into the network. If the outputs errors
are between 0~+/-0.2, It can be deduced that the
neural network can be used as a “judge” of a
transformer.

5.Experiments
The method is applied to the hydropower station
emulator. This emulator simulates two generator
groups of Fengman hydropower station. This
method is applied to the protection system of the
1# generator transformer which transforms
power from 1# generator to power network. The
protection monitoring system of 2# generator
transformer has the same sensors , but when it
makes decisions, it consider these classes
information  respectively, not synthetically. The
system of 1# is trained with 70 groups (35
groups safety data, 35 groups danger data)
experience data  (Fig5) and neural network
became convergent.

        Fig5.  Sample data space
The other 70 groups of data are tested. The
errors of outputs are in Fig 6 :’+’ :1-danger
output; ’o’: 0-in order output.
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      Fig 6 Outputs errors testing

After a period of testing, the accuracy of both
systems is in Fig 7(Y is the danger that human
experts gives).

  accuracy              accuracy
1.                   1.

0         100%  Y    0       100%  Y
   (a)1#transformer      (b)2#transformer
     Fig 7  Accuracy sketch map

6.Conclusions.
In hydropower station, using neural fusion to
forecast accident of generator transformer. The
system applied this method evaluates situation
more completely, more like human experts.
Compared with the system which have the same
sensors but give decision by consider every class
of information respectively, in cases of great safe
or great danger, both systems can give right
evaluation. But if it is not very clear whether the
accident happen or not. Neural fusion method is
better. It gives fewer virtual alarms and fewer
accidents happen.
 For few input variables with one output, if the
question is simple clarification, BP network is
better. It is convergent and needs less training
data. Fuzzy process is necessary as pretreament.
The system will give real-time decisions.   
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